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A. The Proposed Fixes
1. Constitutional Amendment
2. Voucher Programs and “Clean Election” Models
3. Disclosure Requirements and Anonymous Contributions
4. Removal of Caps on Campaign Contributions
5. Refusal to Run for Re election
B. Making Free Speech Disappear
A. Making Both Democracy and Free Speech Reappear
1. An Idea Whose Time Has Come . . . Again
2. A Modest Proposal
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CHICAGO KENT LAW REVIEW
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CHICAGO KENT LAW REVIEW
available at
available at
The Only Way to Fix Campaign
Finance Regulation Is to Destroy It
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see also Udall Introduces Constitutional Amendment on Campaign Finance Reform
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CHICAGO KENT LAW REVIEW
Poverty as an Everyday State of Exception in
available at
supra
The FEC and the Federal Campaign Finance Law supra
Political Money and Freedom of Speech
supra see, e.g.
The Line at the ‘Super PAC’ Trough
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A QUANTUM CONGRESS
Buckley v. Valeo Citizens United
McCutcheon




Campaign Finance Law Quick Reference for Reporters
The FEC and
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We the People, Not We the Corporations
Udall Introduces Constitutional Amendment on Campaign Finance Reform supra
see also Three Wrong Progressive
Approaches (and One Right One) to Campaign Finance Reform
Three Wrong Progressive Approaches
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Three Wrong Progressive Approaches supra
Id.
Id.
See Toward A Small Donor Democracy: The Past and Future of Incentive
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CHICAGO KENT LAW REVIEW
see also Can Vouchers Fix Campaign Finance?
See, e.g. The Grant and Franklin Project
see also
supra




Republic Lost: How Money Corrupts Politics—And a Plan to Stop It
Citizens United
Fixing Washington Fair Elections Now Act Would Break Special Interest Grip
on Congress
See generally Accountability Vouchers: A Proposal to Disrupt the Undue
Influence of Wealthy Interests on State Politics
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A QUANTUM CONGRESS
See supra
ee also Going Nowhere, Slowly: The








See generally Clipping Coupons supra
Three Wrong Progressive Approaches supra
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Beyond the DISCLOSE Act: What Else Could Congress Do on Campaign
Finance?
See The DISCLOSE Act Won’t Fix Campaign Finance
supra
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A QUANTUM CONGRESS
more





See Three Wrong Progressive Approaches supra
see also Bill Summary & Status 111th Congress (2009–2010):
H.R. 5175 All Congressional Actions with Amendments
See Three Wrong Progressive Approaches supra see also
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A QUANTUM CONGRESS
Citizens United
Everything You Need to Know About McCutcheon v. FEC
Public Funding and Democratic Elections
Midwest Republican Senator Crusades against Big Money in Politics
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CHICAGO KENT LAW REVIEW
B. Making Free Speech Disappear
Citizens United
Id
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United Citizens United independent from
Neutral Principles and Some First Amendment Problems
Id.
See
The Value of Free Speech
See The Constitutional Status of Commercial Speech
Commercial Speech Participatory Democracy and Free
Speech Participatory Democracy
See generally Decoding First Amendment Coverage of Computer Source Code
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A QUANTUM CONGRESS
any political campaign or party
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A QUANTUM CONGRESS
A. Making Both Democracy and Free Speech Reappear
There is no new thing upon the earth
That all knowledge was but remembrance
That all novelty is but oblivion
Against Elections: The Lottocratic Alternative
Against Elections The Lottocra
cy
The Lottocracy The Case for Governing by Lottery
Against Elections supra The Lottocracy supra
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CHICAGO KENT LAW REVIEW
We, All of the People
We, All of the
People see also Inclusive Constitution Making: The Icelandic Experiment
Iceland to Elect Citizens’ Panel to Rewrite Constitution
We, All of the People supra
Id.
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A QUANTUM CONGRESS
Against Elections supra The Lottocracy supra
Against Elections supra The Lottocracy supra
Against Elections supra The Lottocracy supra
see also
supra
Against Elections supra The Lottocracy supra
Against Elections supra see also supra
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A QUANTUM CONGRESS
An Invest
ment to Die for: From Life Insurance to Death Bonds, the Evolution and Legality of the Life Settle
ment Industry
see also
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CHICAGO KENT LAW REVIEW
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A QUANTUM CONGRESS
B. Some Potential Problems
See generally
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CHICAGO KENT LAW REVIEW
See Against Elections supra
See supra
Against Elections supra The Lottocracy supra
supra
Against Elections supra The Lottocracy supra
supra
supra
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A QUANTUM CONGRESS
legally
Against Elections supra The Lottocracy supra
supra
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CHICAGO KENT LAW REVIEW
Id.
